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WIND-TUNNEL RESEMWH COMPARING LATERAL CONTROL DEVICES,
PARTICULARLY AT HIGH ANGLES OF A!H!ACK

HI-ORDINARY AILERONS RIGGED UP 10° WHEN NEUTRAL
By FRED E. WEICK and CARL J. ‘iVENZINGEIt

SUMMARY

Wind-tunnel testshave been made on threemodelwings
huving di$ereni vim of ordinaq ailerom rigged up 10°
when neutral, tha sanw models having previoudy been
tested wiih the ailerons rigged even with -thewings in tlw
usual numur. h oj the wings had aiileronaof medium
size, 2?6per cent oj the wirq chord by J@ peT G@ of
tlw semispan, cm had long, narrow ailem-m, and one
had 8h0rt,wide on.ee. Tike Ma are part oj a gen.end
invedigation on lateral control devixx, m“th particular
reference to tha cordrolat high angles oj attack, in which
d? the devices are being &@ecfd to the same 8er& oj
tests in the 7 by 10 foot wind tunnel of the Na-tjonal
Advimry Committee]or Aeromzutti. Form Wts oj the
u.suai!type, jree-autorotaiion te8t8, and jorced-rotaiion
tests were made showing the e$ect oj the ai?eiww on the
general performance oj the wing, on the lateral coniro.1-
lability, and on the lateral stability.

With tti ailenw riggedup 10° wlwnneuiral, negligibly
small yawing momds (body axes), & all angle-soj athw.k
which can be maintaind by mwedimd airplanes, were
given by the medium-eizd ailmnw uiih equal up-ar&
down deflection. Large favorable yawi~ mom49n@and
no adeer8e mwe with any portion oj the total dqhtion,
were given ai all angla oj aitack by each oj tlwthr~ via
of aikrons with up-ordy movemen$,by th8 short, wide
ailerons &h a medium di~erential movemeni,and by the
medium+ized aileroru m“than e.airemedi~ereniial move-
ment. Tha direct rolling cmdrol w bed at h~h angb
oj attack un’ihthe short, wida aileron-swith an &em
ili$erentizd movement, but thti combination required
ezceptionu.lly high @n#rot?force+?. For neutral .settin4
t)k?lateralin-stabilitywa-sfoundto be /.ea8with the ai.ikron$
figed up 10° than with thamrigged even &h the wing.

INTRODUCI’ION

This report is the third of a seties giving the results
of an investigation in which it is hoped to compare all
types of lateral control devices whioh have been satis-
factorily used, or which show reasonable promise of
being effective. It is planned first to test the various
types of ailerons and lateral control devices on rectan-
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gular wings of aspect ratio 6. Later the best ones are
to be tested on wings of difEerentshape. The tests
show the relative merit of the various control devices
in regard to lateral controllability, lateral stability, and
general usefulness as shown by the lift and drag
characteristics. They include regular 6-oomponent
foroe tests with the ailerons or other control devices
both neutral and deflected various amounts, rotation
tests in which the model is rotated about the wind-
tunnel b and the rolling moment measured, and
free-rotation tests showing the range and rate of
autorotation. Because of the large eilect of yaw on
both lateral stability and oontrol, the tests are made
not only at 0° yaw-, but also with an angle of yaw of
20°, which represents the conditions in a fairly severe
sideslip.

The previous work in tlis investigation is reported
under references 1 and 2. The iirst report covered
ordinary ailerons of three different sizes. One of
these was of medium size obtained from an average of
several conventional ailerons; the second was long and
narrow; and the third was short and wide. All were
proportioned to give approximately the same rolling
moments at angles of attack below the stall, and with
equal up-and-down deflection. The results are given
also for the ailerons set in accordance with two difl%r-
ential movements, with upward movement only, and
with the ailerons arranged ta float. It was found that,
with the exception of the floating ailerons,none of those
tested were entirely ilee from adverse yawing moments.
An examination of the results, however, indicatad that
improved aileron control with no adverse yawing
moments might be obtained with ordinary ailerons if
they were rigged so that both ailerons had a negative,
or upward, deflection of about 10° when neutral and
were given an up-only or an extreme differential
movement starting from that point. In this case, it
seemed that very good rolling oontrol could be obtained
at the high angles of attack just above the stall, and
judging from the previous teats with the ailerons
floating, the stability in roll would be improved. In
addition, with upward movement only, the h@e
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moments would practically all be in the same direc-
tion, which is not true with the ailerons rigged even
with the wing.

The present report covers tests which have been
made with the ailerons rigged up 10° when neutral.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

Wind tunnel,-AU the tests were made in the 7 by
10 foot open-jet wind tunnel of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. h this tunnel, the model
is supported in such a manner that the forces and
moments at the quarterwhord point of the mid section
of the model are measured directly in coailicient form.
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semispan, the long, narrow ones are 16 per cent of the
chord by 60 per cent of the semisprm, and the short,
wide ones me 40 per cent of the chord by 30 per cent
of the semispan. ‘

Angle at which ailerons should be rigged when
neutial.-li Figure 2 are given the yawing-moment
coefficients (body axes) due to the ailerons of all three
sizes w-henindividually deflectad. (These results were
obtained from Part I.) Considering ordy the upward
deflection, it will be noted that the yawing-momont
coefficients reach maximum adverse (negative) values
at about 10° for the anglea of attack Gf20° mid below.
It is therefore apparent that if both ailerons were
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For autorotation tests, the standard force-test tripod
is replaced by a special mounting that permits the wing
to rotate about the longitudinal wind axis pass@
through the midspan quarter+hord point. This
apparatus is mounted on the balance, and the rolling-
moment coefficient may be read directly during the
formal-rotation tests. A more complete description
of all the above equipment is given in reference 3.

Models.-The same three models were used in these
tests as in the original tests of Part I. (Referance 1.)
They were made of laminated mahogany, each having
a 10-inch chord and 60-inch span. The aims of the
ailerons are as shown in Figure 1. The medium ones
are 25 per cent of the wing chord by 40 per cent of the

deflected upward 10° when neutral, the adverse yming
momenta should be practically eliminated over the
full range of angles of attack and aileron deflection by
using upward movement only. Also, since the mria-
tion of yawing moment is greatar for upward travel
than for downward travel, by starting with 10° it
seemed likely that the adveme yawing moments
could be practically eliminated with the proper differ-
ential movement. The results in Figure 2 have been
replottad in Figure 3 on the basis of the aileronsneutral
with 10° upward deflection. Figure 3 shows that the
adverse yawing moments are practically eliminated at
all angles of attack for the upward aileron movement.
From this point of view, the upward deflection of 10°
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when neutral is apparently about as satisfactory a
value as can be obtained for all three aileron sizes.
The favorable yawing moments with upward deflection
are in most cases as great as, or greater than, the
adverse ya,wing moments with downward deflection,
from which it would seem that within reasonable
limits any desired amount of yawing moment can be
obtained by the use of a suitable differential movement.
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Aileron movements,—Three types of ‘aileron deflec-
tion were used in these tests: Equal up-and-down,
upward inovement only, and downward movement
only. From these settings data were obtained
directly for the equal up-and-down and the up+mly
movements. For differential arrangements the rolling
and yawing moments were taken as the sum of the
moments obtained separately on the up-only and
down-only teats. This assumption is not rigorously
correct, owing to the difference in the effect of the
ailerons on the span load distribution over the wing
when they are deflected separately or together. How-
ever, check teats comparing the moments as obtained
by either simultaneous or separata deflection show
that the error due to this method of computation is
small for the cases under discussion. Results have been
computed for the same four series of deflections that
were given in Part I. For the first of these, equal
up-anddownj a maximum deflection of + 25° is as-
sumed; the next is an average di.fl’erentialmovement
with a maximum upward displacement of 36° and a

downward displacement of 15°; the third is an extreme
differential movement of which the m-um values
are 50° up and 7° down, and the last is upward move-
ment only with a mmdmum deflection of 60°. The
various relative displacement with the two differential
movements are given in Table 1, and linkage arrange-
ments which were assumed for control-force computa-
tions are given in Figure 4 for all of the movements.

40” 37= ~tzgmlo” o“ 10” 20” 30” 40” 50” ~=
Ri@f qD

FIGURE&-Yawing-moment wefSdent due to eilerom dmlmtc.ilindlvidnally
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TABLE I
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The values of the rolling and yawing moment
coeflicienta with the ailerons deflected various amounts
were taken from the results of Part I of this investi-
gation and recomputed for the condition with the
aileronsup 10° when neutral. New tests were required,
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however, in order to find the eftect on the general per-
formance of the wing and on the lateral stability for the .
neutral condition with the ailerons both set 10° up.

New tests.-These t&.ts were conducted in accord-
ance with the standard procedure, and at the dynamic
press&e and Reynolds Number employed throughout
the entire series of investigations on lateral control.
(Reference 1.) The dynamic pressure was 16.39
pounds per square foot, corn%ponding to a speed of
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80 miles per hour in standard air, and the Reynolds
Number was 609,000.

The regular force tests were made at a su.fiicient
number of angles of attack to determine the mtiuin
lift coefficient, the minimum drag coefficient, and the
drag codhci~t at CL= ().70. Free-aubmtation tab

p’b
were made in which the value TV was obtained for

each wing throughout the entire angl~f-attack range.
Forced-rotation tests. were also made in which the

rolling moment while rolling was measured at the

“b 0.06, androtational velocity corresponding to 9—V=
d

at angles of yaw of both 0° and —20°.
Accuracy.-The accuracy of the results in this re-

port is the same as that in Part I. (Reference 1.) It
is considered satisfactory at all angles of attack except
in the burbled region between 20° and 25°, where the
rolling and yawing momenti are relatively unreliable
owing to the critical and often unsymmetrical con-
dition of the air flow around the wing.

RESULTS

Coefficients.-The force-test remdts me given in
the form of absolute coefficients of lift and drag and
of the rolling and yawing moments:

Drag
c.==

cl, - Rolling moment
qbS

~ ,= Yawing moment——
n qbS

where S is the tatal wing area, b is the wing span, and
g is the dynamic pressure. The coefficients aa given

above are obtained directly horn the balance and refer
to the wind (or tunnel) axes. In special crisesin the
discussion where the moments are used with reference
to body axes, the coefficiautsare not primed. Thus the
symbols for the rolling and yawing moment coefficients
nbout,body axes are Cl and C..

The rmulta of the forced-rotation tests are given,
also about the wind axes, by a coefficient representing
the rol&g moment due to rolling:

CA=*$J
where A is the rolling moment measured while the

wing is rolling, and the other factors have the usual
significance.

This coficient may be used aa a measure of the
degree of lateral stability or instabili~ of a wing under
various rolling conditions. In the present cmej it iS

used to indicate the characteristics of a wing when it is
subjected to a rolling velocity equal to the maximum
likely to be encountered in controlled flight in very
gusty air. This rolling velocity may be expressed in
terms of the wingspan as

9=0.05

where V is the air speed at the center section of the
wing.
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Tables,—The results of
Tables II to VII, inclusive,

thwe te5tsare given in
Table II contains the lift

and drag coeffici&ts at various angles of attack for the
wing with long, narrow ailerons, and Table III gives the
results of the rotation tests of the same wing. Tables
IV and V give the results of the force and rotation
tests, respectively, for the wing with medium-sized
ailerons, and Tables Vl and VII for the wing with
short, wide ailerons.

DISCUSSION IN TERMS OF CRITERIONS

A series of criterions was developed in Part I for the
purpose of comparing the effect of various ailerons or
other lateral control devices on the general perform-
ance of an airplane, on its lateral controllability, and
on its lateral stability. The present aileronswith theh
various movements are compared with each other by
means of these criterions in Table VIII. In addi-
tion, the original values for the aileronsrigged even with
the wing when neutral are given in Table IX for
comparison.

GENERAL PERFORMANCE

Wing area required for desired landing speed,—
The value of the maximum lift coefficient was used as
a criterion of the wing area required for the desired
landing speed, or conversely for the landing speed
obtained with a given wing area. All three wings with
both ailerons rigged up 10° gave masi.mum lift coeffi-
cients about 6 per cent lower than with the ailerons
rigged even with the wings.

speed range,-The ratio C~w/C~m,. is a con-
venient figure of merit for comparison of the relative
speed range obtained with various wings. R@g
both ailerons up 10° reduced the speed range 6 per
cent for the long, narrow ailerons, and 17 per cent
for the short, wide ones. The large reduction with
the short, wide ailerons is mainly due to the increase of
the minimum drag coe5cient. This increase could
probably be largely eliminated by the use of an air-
foil section with fair lines and a turned-up trailing edge
over the portion of the span covered by the ailerons.

Rate of climb,-In order to establish a suitable
criterion for the effect of the wing and the ailerons
on the rate of climb of an airplane, the performance
curves of a number of types and sizes of airplanes were
calculated, and the relation of the mtium rate of
climb to the lift and drag curves was studied. This
investigation showed that the L/D at CL= 0.70 gave a
consistently reliable figure of merit for this purpose.
All three sizes of ailerons, when rigged up 10°, gave
values about 7 per cent higher than for the wings with
the aileronsrigged at OO.

e LATERAL CON’FEOLLAEILITY

Rolling criterion.-The rolling criterion upon which
the control effectiveness of each of the aileron arrange-
ments is judged is a figure of merit that is designed to

be proportional to the initial acceleration of the wing
tip, following a deflection of the ailerons from neutral,
regardless of the air speed or the wing plan form of an
airplane. Expressed in coefficient form for a rectangw
lar monoplane wing, the criterion becomes

c,
RC=Z

where Clis therolling-moment coefficient about thebody
axis due to the ailerons. The numerical value of this
expression that has been found to represantsatisfactory
control conditions is approximately 0.075. A more
detailed explanation of RC and its more general form
which is applicable to any wing plan form is given in
Pkrt I.

The comparison of the ailerons on the basis of this
criterion is given in Table VIII at four representative
angles of attack; namely, 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°. The
fit angle, 0°, represents the high-speed attitude;
a= 10° represents the highest angle of attack at which
entirely satisfactory control with ordinary ailerons can
be maintained; a= 20” represents the condition of
greatest instability in rolling, and is probably the
greatest attainable angle of attack with most preaent-
day airplanes in a steady glide; and finally, a- 30° is
given only for comparison with controls for possible
future type9 of airplanes.

At a= 0°, the rolling control produced by any of the
aileron arrangements is much greater than necessary,
it being even greater than for the corresponding
arrangements with the ailerons rigged even with the
wing when neutral.

At a= 10°, the control is also greater for all three
aileron sizes, with the ailerons deflected 25° up and
25° down, than for the corresponding arrangements
with the original rigging. Vi3tb the differential
movements the control is about the same with both
systems of rigging, and with the upward movement
only, it is slightly lower with the ailerons rigged up
10°. By the simple expedient of changing dightly the
assumed maximum deflection of any of these ailerons,
they could be arranged to give the same maximum
moment at a = 10°, which would allow a more accurate
comparison if such ma desired.

At a= 20°, ●which represents the region of greatest -
instability, all three aileron sizes and all movements
give leas control than the assumed satisfactory value,
with the exception of the short, wide ailerons with the
extreme differential movement. These give the satis-
factory value of R(7= 0.075. As shown by Figure 5,
however, the value of RC is slightly lower at the angle
of attack for maximum lift coefficient than at either
10° or 20°. On the other hand, it reaches a peak
value at a= 22° which is 13 per cent higher than the
assumed satisfactory value. The condition in which
the values of RC became greater as the angle of attack
was increaaed above the still was true only for the
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short, wide ailerons with at least a certain amount of
differential movement. It will be noticed from
Figure 6 that these ailerons with either differential
movement or with up-only movement gave reasonably
satisfactmy control up to angles of attack 5° or 6°
above the stall.

At a= 30°, all of the ailerons gave very unsaf&-
factory control.

Lateral contiol with sideslip.-ll a wing is yawed
20°, a rolling moment is set up that tends to raise the

,.
a

Ffo- S.-Rolling .2rh2rh. 4) E Omt dlOldby M w cant sO_
OlkrOnstitb variousmovamen & (Nentd pdtIOn I@ np)

forward tip with a magnitude that is always greater
at very high angles of attack than the available rolling
moment due to conventional ailerons. The limiting
angle of attack at which the ailerons can balance the
rolling moment due to 20° yaw represents the greatmt
angle of attack that can be held in an average sideslip.
This angle is tabulatad for all aileron arrangements as
a criterion of cantil with sidcslip. The ccmtrolla-
bility obtained with the present aileron rigging was
found to be slightly better than that with the original
rigging. The best control against siddip was obtained

FOR ADRONAUIITCS

by the short, wide aileronswith the extreme differential
movement, with which an angle of attack of 26° was
reached before the rolling moment due to yaw over-
powered the rolling moment due to the ailerons.

Yawing moment due to ailerons.-The desirable
yawing moment due to ailerons varies to some extent
with the @-pe of airplane that is being considered.
For a highly maneuverable military or acrobatic
machine, complete independence of the controls as
they affect the turning moments about the various
body axea is no doubt a desirable feature. On the
other hand, for large transport airplanesor for machines
to be operated by relatively inexperienced pilots, a
favorable yawing moment of the proper magnitude
would be an appreciable aid to safe flying. Finally, it
is obvious that a yawing moment tending to turn the
airplane out of its bank is never dwirable under any
circumstances. Any yawing tendency caused by the
ailerons can be overcome only by the rudder, and the
criterion used for it is simply the yawing-moment
coefficient with respect to the body axes, U.. The
value of this coefhient on any particular airplane is
approximately proportional to the rudder deflection
required to overcome it regardless of the angle of
attack or the air speed. It is, therefore, khmding
to compare the yawing moments due to the ailerons
with the maximum valuea of the yawing-moment
qoeflicients obtained with average rudders, these being
about 0.01 for the angles of attack below the stall
and about 0.007 at an angle of attack of 20°.

At either the 0° or 10° angles of attack with the
ailerons,rigged 10° up when neutral, no adverse yawing
moments of appreciable magnitude were given by any
of the aileron rnzesor movements. At the 20° and 30°
angles of attack, some gave adverse yawing moments
but they were small for both the medium and tho
short, wide ailerons, and were smaller than with the
original rigging for the long, narrow ailerons. With any
of the ailerons, the diiTerentialmovements gave higher
favorable and lower adveme yawing momenti, the
up-only movements giving no adverse yawing mo-
ments at any angle of attack for any of the three sizes,
At angles of attack up to and including 20°, whioh
covers the entire rmge that can be maintained in
glides with most presentiday conventional airplanes,
no adverse yawing moments were given by the short,
wide ailero~ witi- either differential movement, or by
the medium ailerons with the extreme differential.
J@%her, no adverse yawing moments of serious mag-
nitude were given by either the short, wide or the
medium-sized ailerons with any deflection movement
tried. The long, nmrow ailerons, however, gave sub-
stantial adverse yawing momanti at a= 20° with all
movements except the up-only.

The aileronsgiving the smalleatvalues of U=through-
out the entire usable range of angles of attack were the
medium-sized ones with equal up-and-down deflection.

.
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These were closely approached by the short, wide
ailerons, also with equal up-and-down deflection.

LATERAL STABII1’I’Y

Angle of attaok above whioh autorotation is self-
startingc-This criterion is a measure of the range of
angles of attack above which autm-otation will start
from an initial condition of practically zero rate of
rotation. The limiting angle of attack was 19° for the
long, narrow, and for the medium ailerons, and 20°
for the short, wide ones, the value in each case being
about 1° higher than with the original rigging.

StabiliV against rolling oaused by gusts,-Test
flights have shown that in severe gusts a rolling veloc-

ity such that ~= 0.05 may be obtained. conse-

quently, the rolling moment of a wing due to rolling at
‘b

%this value of ~ gives a measure of its stability char-

actmisticEin rough air. In the present case, the angle
at which this rolling moment becomes zero is used as a
more severe criterion than the previously mentioned
angle at which autorotation is self-starting, to indicate
the practical upper limit of the useful angle-of-attack
range. With either 0° or 20° yaw, all of the present
nrrangementabecame unstable at angles of attack from
1° to 3° higher than with the original rigging.

The above criterion shows the critical range below
which stabili~ is such that any rolling is damped out,
nnd above which instability exists. The last criterion,
maximum CA,indicates the degree of this instability.
With both 0° and 20° yaw, all three sizes of ailerons
gave somewhat lower values of maximum unstable
CAthan with the original rigging.

CONTEOL FORCE REQUIRED

A coefficient represe&ing the force reqpired on the
control stick has been computed from the results of
previous tests on hinge moments (references l-and 4),
in accordance with the following formula:

cl’== “
Fxi

qx&x8xcL
where F is the control f&ce requir~d, and 1represents
the length of the control lever. As in the case of the
rolling criterion, the CLin the denominator gives the
values of the coefficient the proper relation regardless
of the angle of attack or the air speed, steady @&t
being assumed. Values of the control-fome coefficient
are given in Table VIU for the assumed maximum
aileron deflection, the top of the control stick b@ng
given the same maximum travel in all cases.

The control forces with both ailerons rigged up 10°
when neutral are appreciably greater for all of the
ailerons tested than for the corresponding sizes md
movements with the original rigging. In general, =
was the case with the original rigging, the control force
required is largwt for the ailerons having the largest
chord. It is about three times as great for the short,

wide ailerons as for the long, narrow ones, and is
nearly twice as great for the short, wide ones as for the
medium ones.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been drawn in regard
to the ordinary ailerons rigged up 10° when neutral:

(1) The short, wide ailerons with the extreme dif-
ferential or the up-only movements were the only ones
tested which gave the asm.uned satisfactory direct
rolling control at angles of attack well above the stall
(5° or 6° above). The rolling control with these
ailerons,however, was slightly below the assumedsatis-
factory value just at the stall. It was better for the
short, wide ailerons with the extreme d.iilerential
movement than with my other aileron tested.

(2) At an angle of attack of 20°, the short, wide
ailerons gave horn 86 to 100 per cent of the assumed
satisfactory direct rolling control with all four aileron
movements; the medium-size ailerons gave in the
neighborhood of 60 per cent, and the long, narrow ones
in the “neighborhood of 40 per cent of the assumed
satisfactory value.

(3) Negligibly small yawing moments (body axes),
at all angles of attack which can be maintained by
conventional airplanes, were given by the medium-
ti,ed ailerons with equal up-anddown deflection.

(4) Large favorable yawing momeniw (body axes)
and no adverse ones with any portion of the total
deflection were given at all angles of attack by each
of the three sizes of ailerons with up-only movement;
by the short, wide ailerons with either differential
movement; and by the medium-sized ailerons with the
extreme differential movement.

(5) The degree of the lateral instability as shown by
the maximum rolling moment due to rolling is some-
what less with both ailerons rigged up 10° than with
the ailerons rigged even with the wing.
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TABLE II

FORCE TEST. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WING~~E~~N~RDINARY 16 PER CENT 0 BY 60 PER CENT Zd2

FL N.= 609,000. YAW= O”. VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.

(Ndmf wfth rf@t and Idt 10”UP)

I
iac+l

–P a m I a ~:

! 1%6” i!% .114
.1:$ L 147 . 13f

L 14S .146
L 145 .153

% .946 .2s9
m .740 .470

TABLE JII

ROTATION TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WI~E~”5 ORDINARY 15 PER CENT C BY 60 PER CENT b/2

R. N.=609,000. YAW=OO AND –20°. VELOCITYU8O M. P. H.

(matrd Wfthrk!htandIeftI@ up)

I a v w 14” 1P w I 19” m’ a“ w WWw m 32? w“ w w 4@ I
—1

I Yaw-w I
Ro!Xon f~ ICA –a oNO–a orM –aO1OJ-Q.0116–aom am am Gom

(d~) 27’ -–—--- --—— ------- ------- ------ “-m -w -–---”

&g&n CA -.@ ~-.021, -.O,W -.lJ,@) -.fom .IJm .Ija).5 .C-2@

=j s ---—-–,------ ---------------------m .!M -------
.0110 II.W40 --–- .-.- . ..–.W75.-.-... . . ..-.1....... ....... -. m6
.312 ------- .340 ----- ------- ------- -..-...1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

}TRot$/Ion c’~‘.mo
(d-

ItrR3n
6 –. OR

&’R%Rj ;1

–.02M –.aw –. 04.w

——
–. Co4.s .m42r.Olm

Yaw.–Z&

–.OSSI –.W /–.0740–.om –.07s6

I
—1 l— .

rl
I_

.Cm2 .Cw3 i .0737 .am .CB42

I 1 I i

I

*i - ~

1-.W40 ------ -.-.––-.oi’m . ------------- ------- . ..+CE30 ,
— —
.@Aa ----- -.-... .0777 -1- ....... -(F

o h’ot@f-start@.

TABLE IV

FORCE TEST. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WINGN~ETR~;sRDINARY 26 PER CENT c BY 40 PER CENT b/2

ILN.u 609,000. YAW=OO. VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.

(Nmtrdwfthri@t and left 1~ up) .

a I CL I cl)

a no
.7W

L lKI
L lSl
L 19J
Lm
L 183
L 140
. 7m

: ~7

.114

.E9

.14s

. Im

.m

.’210

.m
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TESTS. 10 BY

R“

TABLE V

60 INCH CLARK Y WINGEWRI;fs ORDINARY 25 PER CENT C BY 40 PER CENT b/2

N.= 609,000. YAW=OO AND –20°. VELOCITY=80 M. P. H.
(Nelltd with lightan$i left 10’ Up)

C’Ak gfvenfor formalrotatfonat ~—)o~ + ~{[-] darH&w%%n
# ~n@ ~ ~orm ~btion.

a
II

o“ I Iw m 14”
I

Iv I lW
I

19” a“ I 21” w w I
I

24” j 25” m 2P w w

Yaw-m

k H !

CA +.~ .a ~ -a ozzo -a ow -a OE,O –0. w –0. CQ1OO.m QW am am -------- am ------ .. . . . . –a mu ~-aixdn
#&&n, $ -------- -------- -.------- ........- ......... ------ m .279 ...-.-.. .ma _-..--; a = .-.---.- aw a349-.-.-----i.-.-.–..

. — — — . —
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“1 I

Yaw.–w

Ibh’lon II‘-II
[--l II m Ii _.ol”o -.~

(mnntw- II II

“’w-) II II I
● Not mlf-etartlng.

FORCE TEST. 10 BY 60

L–.a310–.ma –. 0440 –. 0f70 . . . . . . . . . -. 07ea –. WJ3 –. m –. 0i70 –. m –. Cdi’o . ..-. --.-.– –awl’–.m
— — — — — .
-. auo . @lo F-- —.

.0140 .a340 . . . . . . . . . .Wlo .07s5 .a340 .fsxl .am .f#o ------ ------ .am .06m

I I

TABLE VI

INCH CLARK Y lVING&~EN~RDINARY 40 PER CENT C BY 30 PER CENT b/2

R. N.= 609,000. YAW=OO. VELOCITY=SO M. P. H.
@mtrel wfth right and left lW UP)

T
a CL CD

–2+ am a o~
o. 1“

lIV i%i .131
1P L 173 . 14s
lb= L 173 .107

L 170 .lM
% L 013 .~
w .761 .407

TABLE VII

TESTS. 10 BY 60 INCH CLARK Y WINNETI;#S ORDINARY 40 PER CENT c BY 30 PER CENT b/2

R. N.=609,000. YAW=OO AND – 20°. VELOCITY=SO M. P. H. .
(Neutmlwfthtit and left 1~ UP)

—

I a P W’ 14” lff lW w w al” 2P w 2s w w m I
I Yaw-W

I - (+)

~(:~on –.Oms -. Km
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1
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Y
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— —
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TABLE VIJl

CRITERIONS SHOWING RELATIVE MERITS OF AILERONS

I “’2%%YFF’2YWW I ‘%%%wis%i’irw ‘tic%c%%ll%nn;ow
Sabjert i Criterion
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S~d- :~&” &!&- :& , sp:- %%%- :yg- UJ Stmd- :fg- ~;/$- U ~n,y
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~—v-a q yaw-o’.

Latdnstebility a ~~ fnfttal fr@nbff@ at I&w Mm KL”w lam U@ K 6“ 13.P H 6“ 13.P 13 o“ 13.w 13.v

~v-a @ yaw=w.
-mm nmifdie % yaw .025 .Wd .025 .023 .046 .045 .M .M . “la .015

.
.016 .016

Max#m nmtable @” yew .W .m , .@.5 .m .m .m .B9 .03s .072 . oia .072 ,072

a=v— --------
Cantml ferre E @

.016 .019 .0z7 . ml .021 .aw
:%

L

.W .W1 .W .0f17 ,124
a=lw ______ .W .W4 .Cuf ~g

:%! _-.”_!- .W6
. m2

qnbad.
.011 . ‘lo

a-21P------- .W2
.012 .018

.CF % .m .m ——-. .W7 .W
.m --------- .Ws .ml ..........a=w------- .W -–...-. :P2 .ms . m . . . . . . . . .

.tO.lVbma themaxhnnmy8wfng momantseccnmwl Mow nmxfmmn deRmtfoIu the lettersfndfmtethe defleden of the up aflwones followx ..lW, *. Z@, 6-W
~RChaa8mfnbnnm vdnoof O.met-l? andamexbmnnof O.@Sat u-22’.
● RC-O.05S at u-17 and 0.077et a-=.

TABLE IX

CRITERIONS SHOWING RELATIVE MERITS OF AILERONS

‘ !} - j -
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‘b fer fnltial Instabfllty fn NW w mm w m W w 21” W w Is” Is” Iv

.g:y~:y.at 17 1P 1P 1P W 17 1P 1P 1P 210 1P lT 17 Ip 180

;Ou.aw.w.

I

La~@tnbOlty a for fnidal instaboim at 1P W lff Iv w n“ U“ U“ 11” I& E? W IF rP Iff

Maximum unstable CA. a% .@ .Om .B .024
Yaw-fP.

:M3 .04s .049 .04s .016 .022 .W .fm .022 .W
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.tofwhera themaximmnya~ moxnentwmrrad Mow marlmnm deffwtfen, the latter’sfndfcatethe doktfon of the up.allemnas fcdfoww..1P, }=lP, ~.!iIY
J.w ●-*, f-w.

#kChM a minfnmmvelueof O.W at .-1P and a ~nm of 0.07Sat a-2Y”
~ IZC.0JM4 at CZ-IP and 0.W4at a-2W.


